MATCH REPORT
Sweaty Netty’s Vs iSwim Theale
17/
17/10/2018
POM: Olivia James (Sweaty Nettys)
POM: Amy Taylor (iSwim Theale)

Both teams were fairly even at the beginning, both getting the goals in on their centre throws.
Then I-Swim Theale got into the rhythm of play and took an early lead. Both teams barley missed
a shot when they had the chance. (12-7)

I-Swim Theale kept getting the ball straight to their shooter for her to get the goals. Sweaty
Neatys were still fighting hard with their quick passing getting it to their shooter who rarely
missed. Both defences was working hard to get the interceptions. I-SwimTheale increases their
lead. (18-10)

The second half Sweaty Netys came out fighting even harder. This quarter was fairly even with
both teams matching each other, when I-Swim Theale scored Sweaty Neatys retaliated and
scored themselves. Both teams scored 10 goals. (28-10)

Sweaty Netts closed the gap and made this quarter a nail biter. Both teams are fighting hard to
win the game. It was a lot of back and forth. With many interceptions. Both teams are showing so
much spirit to win the game. In the end I-Swim Theale winning 37-30.

Final Score: Sweaty
Sweaty Netty’s 30 - iSwim Theale 37

MATCH REPORT
Sweaty Netty’s Vs Panthers
05/09/201
05/09/2018
/09/2018
POM: Olivia James (Sweaty Nettys)
POM: Nikki Barrie (Panthers)

The first match of the new season saw Sweaty Nettys enter the court with full determination,
managing to get a good interception on Panthers first centre and scoring the first goal. Time away
from the court did not phase Sweatys GS Amy Chesswas as she continued to effortlessly swish
the ball into the net. Ended 8-4.
Sweatys high spirits continued into the next quarter, putting pressure on Panthers to cause a few
loose balls. However, Panthers WA Nikki Barrie’s agile movements around the court kept the
attacking team strong and allowed the ball to be fed into the circle to close the gap. Ended 11-9.
Panthers came out fighting in this quarter with superb defending by GK Claire Smith making it
difficult for Sweatys to get the ball into the circle. However, Sweatys GD Olivia James also put up
a good front and defended the ball well managing to keep the score equal. Ended 14-14.
Panthers maintained the momentum in the final quarter, and with some great shooting by Angela
O’Neil and Diana Williams managed to edge ahead and seize the win. Ended 16-20.
A friendly and competitive game played by all.

Final Score: Sweaty Netty’s 1616- Panthers 20

